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1| INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. SUBJECT 

The territory being referenced by Torre de Belém and the outfall of the river Jamor, including the urban front 

of Pedrouços, Algés and Dafundo, is the subject under study in Projecto Final de Arquitectura. It is developed 

in urban and architectural intervention Project, which addresses the relation between Lisbon and the 

riverfront. 

 

The morphological heterogeneity, the urban discontinuities and the presence of diverse infrastructures 

associated with mobility, assume particular relevancy in this historical area of Lisbon. 

 

It is intended a reflection on each of these themes and proposing, for the matter, urban alternatives for the 

area in question. Giving special emphasis to the design of the public space and of the main infrastructures, 

which compose the proposal. 

One of the main goals is to find new joints between the different infrastructures, relating mobility and 

transportation, adding value to the continuity of the public space, and proposing new typology programs and 

urban morphologies, able to requalify and transform the area of the intervention. 

 

In this context, the programme intends to respond to the challenge of conciliating the port infrastructures and 

the cultural and leisure spaces, which give life to this extensive area by river Tejo, strengthening the bonds 

between city and river. 
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1.2 MOTIVATION 

With more than three kilometres of shore, the area of study presents some elements that constitute barriers 

between the city and the river, namely the presence of the railway axis, or the lack of leisure spaces and 

activities capable of attracting the users to the riverfront. Taking into account the fragilities of the territory in 

study, it is intended to requalify the outside spaces of Pedrouços, Algés and Dafundo to strenghten the 

relations between city and river. 

On the other hand, the center of Algés has a big road intersection characterized by intense automobile traffic 

and as a place of diversified access to different places. It is intended to change the purpose of this place, 

facilitating the automobile mobility and reducing the traffic. It is proposed a new meeting space, which values 

the pedestrian paths and that is capable of attracting the resident population. 

 

Thus, it is considered to be fundamental the involvement with the train station on the requalifying process of 

this urban centre, mitigating the nefarious consequences of the railway as a barrier between the city and the 

river. 

 

1.3 METODOLOGY 

Firstly, the intervention area was analysed based on the study of the historical and morphological components 

and the identification of the different uses given to this place. A global reading of the intervention area and its 

evolution allows us to identify its potential and fragilities, as well as the challenges being proposed in this 

project. 

 

On a second stage, we identified the structural elements of this place that give us the purpose for the 

intervention. It was relevant to study each one of the subjects – water cities, railway stations, squares – its 

origins, its historical evolution and the project references that make these elements a regenerating factor in 

the urban structure. These references give us insights on the decisions made in the study area. The 

conceptual structure presented on the proposal is based on these subjects. 

Lastly, the urban and architectural proposal focuses on the area between Torre de Belém and the outfall of 

river Jamor. We describe the urban plan and the composing spaces, specifically detailing the architectural 

proposal for the centre of Algés. It is intended, on this chapter, to justify the options made and to present 

solutions able to respond to the objectives. 

 

2 |  CHARACTERIZING THE INTERVENTION AREA 

 

2.1. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE PLACE 

2.1.1. LISBON FRONT RIVER 

Lisbon is characterized for its extensive riverfront, which limits the city and is known for constant changes on 

its shape. The design of this place adapts itself to the commercial, industrial and economical activities present 

along the coastline. 

Lisbon’s riverfront has evolved gradually, according to the needs of the port activities, going through diverse 

formation processes and specific historical moments and events. 

 

It was only after the 16th century that the city suffered its major transformations, with the main formation 

processes of the riverfront. The beaches began to be replaced with landfills destined to the installation of 

diverse infrastructures, such as palaces, estates and squares. 
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However, with the industrial development, these spaces gave place to industrial infrastructures that 

contributed to the separation between cosmopolitan Lisbon and Tejo. To keep up with the industrialization, 

the riverfront was punctually changed. On the 19th century new landfills were made, bigger and deeper than 

the previous ones, and new infrastructures were built, such as docks, piers, warehouses and buildings that 

served as industrial installations. The major industrial development works began on the second half of the 20th 

century, with the implantation of the railway and road infrastructures as well as the port and industrial facilities 

along the regularized river front. 

 

Once the city had been fragmented into development poles, weakening the relationship between city and 

river, the coastline gained new functions, as a means to attract the population for Tejo’s estuary. In this sense, 

some of the port and industrial structures were moved to the east part of the city, that became the industrial 

part of Lisbon, freeing the territory on the west side of the city. 

 

 

 

2.1.2 ALGÉS RIVER FRONT 

A big part of the lands located in Algés were initially used for agriculture. However, big transformations were 

made from the 19th century onwards. 

  

Until the mid 1800’s, the beach in Algés was one of the most attended beaches in Lisbon. Its proximity to the 

city, benefiting the access to the means of transportation, such as the train or the tram, provided access to 

the beach to thousands of people during summertime. 

 

The landfill made for the installation of the railway connecting Pedrouços to Cascais, opened on October 

1889. The iron rails occupied the place where later was implanted Avenida Marginal, in 1940. After, in 1895, 

the railway was complete, allowing the connection to Cais do Sodré. 

 

The topographical snips made by the diverse riversides gave place to sustaining walls for new landfills and 

new docks, standing along the river. The silting of Algés’s valley and the plumbing of the riverside concluded 

the formation process of Lisbon’s shore line. 

 

2.2 MORPHOLOGICAL CHARECTERIZATION  

The area of the intervention is pictured between the outfall of Jamor and Torre de Belém, as well as the 

waterfront with three kilometres of extension, which crosses the county of Oeiras and Lisbon. 

 

In the centre of Algés, not only the circular mesh involving it but also the fact that it is a converging place of 

some of the main road axis of the city, make it unique. It is a place located on a lower elevation, close to the 

landfill area, and the valleys and hills extend from here upwards. Being an area that welcomes different 

hierarchic road levels, traffic jam is frequent. This system gets even more complex because of the co-

existence of the road and railway systems on this crucial point for the city’s mobility. 

 

CRIL (Lisbon’s Internal Regional Circular) is also a structural element of this area, constituting an axis towards 

the river. However, the ending of the road on an elevation close to the river weakens this axis. This 

infrastructure has a big visual impact in Algés and limitates the usage of the marginal spaces, as well as the 

relation between the urban centre and Tejo. 
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Besides its implantation had improved the mobility and transports, the railway is considered one of the main 

obstacles between the city and the riverfront. Along this extensive area, we can verify the absence of 

crosswalks giving access from one side to another of the railway. 

 

The ability to attract users to the river is also related with the activities offered and the equipment close to the 

margin. Between Belém and Champalimaud’s Foundation, the riverfront welcomes different functions and 

activities, not only walking by the riverfront on a continuous path, as well as the existence of activities and 

infrastructures accessible to everyone. It is intended to define a strategy that allows us to understand the 

characteristic until the outfall of Rio Jamor, assigning different uses to this space that has as a big centrality 

and is the confluence point of several public transports. 

 

 

3 |  THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTS 

From the characterization area of the intervention, an historical, morphological and accessibility point of view, 

the main structural elements of the territory regarding regenerating capacity were identified. 

This way, three subjects are identified on the areas of intervention:  water, the train and the square. Each one 

of these elements plays a big role in a city: acquiring a big impact on the life quality of the population. From 

an urban point of view, the port areas, riverfronts, interfaces and the squares are really important to the 

structural composition of the public space and to the territorial organization of urban centres. 

 

3.1 WATER CITIES 

The coast cities are characterized by the water front which limits them. Its design adapts to the commercial, 

economical and industrial activities that develop on these places influence the atmosphere present on the 

waterfront.  In this sense, economical and technological development has transformed the port activities and 

the infrastructures around it: which is critical to the development of the city. 

 

From the 70’s, a large part of projects made for big cities are based on the requalification of the waterfronts, 

which is itself made through the regeneration of the port areas. The examples ofcities like Baltimore and 

Boston shows the importance of restructuring the waterfront and the impact it has on the image of a city.  

The process of requalification of port areas englobes the redefinition of intervention models to adopt.  The 

process of requalification of the port areas englobes choosing the intervention model to adopt, then the 

functions to highlight, with the goal of relating the economical part of the port activities to the intervention. 

 

The first regeneration of the water front occurred in the USA, in the beginning of the 70’s. The strategic 

model adopted was based on an occupation dedicated to leisure, cultural, tourism and sports equipment, 

favouring the pedestrian courses along the water. In 1963, the Baltimore port project was the first to be 

elaborated, having as a goal to make the city more attractive and a destination for tourists. 

 

The strategies applied to the requalification projects of the water fronts all had for base the American model, 

although it did vary throughout times and cities. At the end of the 70’s, the strategy included the creation of a 

monofunctional centre on the waterfront, demolishing what existed on the ports, as a means to create new 

infrastructures, promoting especially the tertiary sector. In London, for example, the urban intervention on 

Liverpool’s Docklands in 1981 was the first regeneration plan of a waterfront. Its goal was to create a housing, 

leisure and work area in order to replace an industrial port space – abandoned for the incapability to respond 
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to the technological advance after the Second World War. 

 

3.2 THE INTERFACE ON THE CITY 

As it is described in the previous chapter, the construction of railway infrastructures has strongly marked the 

development of big cities.  The train stations are very importance central spaces, not only for allowing the 

access to the means of transportation, but also for being a meeting space (characterized for the diverse social 

experiences of the users). 

 

Opened on 1998, Cais do Sodré’s is one of the most emblematic train station of Lisbon’s system of 

transportation, because it allows the correspondence between the metropolitan, fluvial and railway 

transportation, as well as its location. Besides being on the riverfront, this space is in one of the central points 

of Lisbon, where important routes converge and lead to different parts of the city. Cais do Sodré assumes 

itself as a central connection of the traffic and pedestrian flux, as it is a place of connection to the river side, 

namely to Ribeira das Naus and Praça do Comércio. 

 

In 1998, during the International Exhibition, the Gare do Oriente was projected with the purpose of becoming 

a landmark: being able to create qualified public spaces that would transform the evolving area into a place 

where the urban plan was recent. Intersected by an axis directed to the river, that made the connection 

between two entrance squares, the main building welcomes the train and subway stations, as well as 

commercial and service spaces. Although the road terminal is located outside of this building, the structural 

features make it seem as a whole. 

 

3.3 THE SQUARE ON THE CITY 

As well as  interfaces, the squares also appear as characterizing elements on a city and help to easily identify 

an urban area. They are public spaces associated to social meeting/living and reinforce the identity of the 

spaces, regardless its dimensions, while still strongly contributing to population’s quality of life. 

In Lisbon, there’s the example of Terreiro do Paço, one of the biggest squares in Europe, which is 

characterized by its regularity and closeness to the river. Besides being privileged for its riverfront location, the 

square is located at the end of the axis directed to the river, materialized by Rua Augusta.  It has as an 

entering spot in Baixa, its Triumphal Arch. On the centre of this square is the statue of D. José I, a structural 

and eye-catching element. Its presence has the ability to gather groups around itself. This square is today a 

place of encounter, tourism and leisure, where numerous cultural events and shows take place. This proves 

the many functions that can be attributed to this place. 

 

4 |  THE PROPOSAL 

4.1. URBAN PROPOSAL 

The proposal is developed from the centre of Algés, with the goal of creating a continuous public space and 

promoting the car and pedestrian mobility (creating spaces to pedestrians), making it easier to access several 

parts of the city. 

 

The strategy was to redesign the urban mesh, creating a square adapted to the existing building that 

aggregates the train station and the bus station, an underground parking lot, restaurants and commerce and 

leisure spaces. The square is presented as a gathering place of transportation means, allowing the creation of 

an interface, where pedestrian paths and public space are valued. Its objective is to create a social place that 

also works as an entry for the riverfront. Intersected by the railway, this square has a descendent inclination 
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towards its centre, which allows pedestrians access to riverfront. This square crosses the railway 

infrastructure on a lower elevation/plan/height, where the new train station is projected.  

 

To make possible the construction of this square and to promote the visual relation with the river, CRIL (em 

portugues ou ingles?) is elongated until the southern margin of Rio Tejo, with the goal to direct its axis not to 

Algés, but to the river. By raising the height on which this road is situated, many opportunities to create an 

open air space, without visual disturbances on the inside of the square, emerge and the southern part of the 

railway becomes free creating a continuous pedestrian path towards the river front. 

 

This axis is also projected for urban pavement’s height, where is created a Housmannian boulevard that leads 

to the square. Besides designing a new road system that makes it easier accessing several places, this space 

appears as a promoter of social living, through the creation of commercial and restaurant infrastructures along 

the wooded area.  

 

The pillar that supports the bridge is located close to the margin of Rio Tejo, on the end of the square. Besides 

its structural function, inside the pillar the visitors can find several spaces with different functions and 

activities. The aim is to promote social dynamic. This way it becomes an inhabited pillar, lived by all those 

who want to enjoy the landscapes offered by Rio Tejo and Lisbon. 

 

The climax of the path, that starts on the boulevard and passes through the square and the pillar, is its end: a 

primordial space on the riverside. A space to admire the river that can also be used to events such as NOS 

Alive or Volvo Ocean Race, as well as other events related with nautical activities. 
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4.2 THE ARCHITECTURAL PROPOSAL 

On the intersection of the square with the railway, appears the train station of Algés. It’s an infrastructure 

totally permeable that, besides being a crossing space, has multiple uses and functions that make this 

equipment a space for social meeting. The station is covered by a flap which floats above the railway and has 

a shape that parallels the inclination of the square. This aims to construct an infrastructure that does not 

impose its materiality and to create a visual relationship with the river. This architectural ensemble is 

completed with the vertical element of curved geometry and proportional dimensions to the scale of the 

square, allowing the set to function as a one-piece element and to introduce itself as a new Atlantic entrance 

to Lisbon. 

 

 

 

 

4.2.1 THE SQUARE 

Besides the train station, the square has several functions that transform it in a public space of meeting. The 

bus terminal is located on the north side of the square and has structural features similar to the train station. 

It’s divided in two curved parts that limit the square, freeing the central space that is in continuity with the 

Boulevard. On the square perimeter, are also proposed spaces destined to restaurants, commerce and 

services, surrounded by green and wooded areas that separate the square environment from the traffic. With 

a diameter of 180 meters and paved with stone, the square on its perimeter is accessible through a step – 

lightened on the interior face – that allows the user to sit around the square. 
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4.2.2 THE STATION 

Going down six meters until the lowest height is the train station, integrated on the railway that crosses the 

square. The equipment develops along this intersection and allows the access to the parking lot, that is 

located on an underground height and is coincident to the limits of the square.  

 

1. STRUCTURE  

The structure of the station emerges from the two longitudinal axis of the railway, and each space is 

organized based on it. It is a pillar-beam structure, in which a metric of eight by ten meters is used to 

design the mesh. The longitudinal beams collude with the railway and on it are designed transversal 

beams each with ten meters. On its intersection, there is a pillar that marks the division of the 

spaces. At the end of the station, there is a nucleus for sanitary installations – which occupies one of 

the central modules – as well as the access to the upper level, where the train passes. 

On the train level, the structure remains the same, and the metric is equal to the one used on the 

lower level. The outside pillars are continuous and their height varies with the inclination of the 

coverage plan, which is supported by the pillars. However, on this level there are no beams or pillars 

on the central axis as it is a pre-industrious concrete roof. 

 

2. SPACES AND ROUTES 

The organization of the spaces emerges form the predefined structural mesh. It was chosen to 

create open spaces, limited only by the metric of the pillars, for a marking on the pavement and a 

lower ceiling height along the central axis. The station encloses diverse functions and its spaces 

develop from the atrium, through symmetry of meeting points, restaurants, leisure and 

commerce. 

The routes are designed along the longitudinal sides, directed to the vertical accesses leading to the 

upper level, as well as the entrance to the underground parking lot, presented on image X. 

 

 

 

4.3.3. THE PILLAR 

 

1. STRUCTURE 

With 267 meters height, two curved pieces that become closer as the distance to the ground level 

increases characterize the tower. These pieces are united at a certain point and become a single 

element. 

Two massive blocks of concrete that pose as structural elements of the tower build each one of the 

pieces. These pieces are also the location of some services and sanitary installations, as well as the 

place from where the accesses are made. Besides the opening for the creation of these spaces, the 

bock, in its massive structure, presents an interior void on the inside of the total height of the pillar, 

as a way to lighten the load in its total extension. Both of these concrete blocks are joined by slabs 

with height variations along the pillar, where there are created inhabited spaces. 

Therefore, the northern and southern side views are totally frosted, with concrete fronts, so that this 

infrastructure is seen as a pillar that supports the bridge. On the other hand, the side fronts are made 

of glass plans, allowing people to see from one side to the other of the tower and the direct contact 

with Lisbon’s landscape along the river.  
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2. SPACES AND PATHS 

Each set of floors welcomes a specific function creating leisure, cultural, restaurant and hotel 

spaces. 

Eighty bedrooms, an auditorium, a conference room, working places and a nautical museum are 

built. Moreover, the structure also integrates spaces destined to public usage such as libraries, 

cafeterias, restaurants to accommodate sporadic events, etc. Starting with the atrium, located in the 

joint of the two curved pieces of the pillar, spaces destined to the hotel that accommodates twenty-

two suites, pool, gymnasium and cafeteria appear. On the centre, there is an empty space where 

the anchoring ties that support the bridge are installed. This empty space, that starts on the top of 

the tower, has the capacity to naturally lighten the space of the pool, making it a primordial space on 

the hotel. 

The accesses are located in the massive blocks of concrete, following the curvature of the pillar. The 

stairs allow the continuous access to all floors between the parking lot and the top of the tower. On 

the contrary, the elevators make a path divided in two parts: each part of the pillar has 2 elevators to 

the atrium floor. From that level on, the path of the elevator is made in only one of the sides of the 

tower, as image Y shows. 

 

 

 

5. FINAL THOUGHTS  

 

Along the different times on History, Lisbon’s riverfront line and its drawing were adapted to the needs of the 

city. The proposal contributes for the evolution of the work made in the development of the Tejo riverside. 

This Project intends to address the problems and needs of the territory between Torre de Belém and the 

outcome of Jamor. 

 

The intervention area presents features that weaken the relationship between the city and the river, and that 

have become the starting point for the architectural and urban intervention. The strategy applied was based 

on the fragilities concerning the road and pedestrian mobility and the discontinuities on the public space that 

characterize this territory. This way, there were identified and boosted its structural elements, namely the 

railway line, the road intersection of Algés and the axis of CRIL. 

 

This work proposes new ways of solving the problems coming from these elements. The redesign of the 

urban mesh of the centre of Algés makes it easier to access many places in the city and reduces the traffic 

jam in this area. The architectural set – the square, the station and the pillar – becomes a meeting point, 

where pedestrian paths and public spaces are taken into account. Moreover, the square, due its inclination, 

creates a crossing of the railway, promoting a continuous path towards the river, solving one of the main 

issues weakening this place. 

 

The developed work integrates an architectural proposal that is part a wider urban reflection. However, the 

scope of the Project did not allow the development of all the components of the urban reflection. It was then 

settled to look deeper into the architectural set composed by the square, the station and the pillar.  
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To further develop the project, taking into account the implementation of the requalification strategies, there 

could be developed an architectural project on the third river crossing, mentioned in the urban proposal. 


